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Daman is a small and beautiful city located in the west coast of India. The place is easily accessible
from Mumbai and is just 200 kilometres from there. The place is blessed with breath-taking
landscapes that have been attracting large number of travellers every year. The virgin beaches and
the naÃ¯ve people is the main attraction of the place. The place offers a perfect blend of sun, sand
and sea. On your trip you can find galloping beaches, wave kissed golden sands, colonial
architecture and ornate shrines which leave a spell binding effect on the onlookers. One can visit
paces like Jam pore beach, fort Of Nani Daman, Daman Ganga tourist complex, Devka, fort of Moti
Daman (Light house), Our Lady of Rosary and The lady of Remedious Church etc. The place offers
a perfect weekend getaway to the urban tired soul who wishes to move out of the hustle bustle of
the city life.

All the Daman hotels offer plenty of well furnished rooms for the guests to unwind and relax. These
hotels have a fleet of dedicated staff that provides personalized services to every travler.you can
enjoy the multi cuisine restaurants that offer an array of culinary delight. Apart from these hotels
offer various in room facilities like air conditioner, attached bathroom, hot and cold running water,
direct dial facility, television with satellite connection, 24 hours room service etc for the
travllers.Infact there are a host of amenities in these rooms which simply augment the pleasure of
spending relaxing moments here with your loved ones. The prime location of these gripping Daman
hotels offers the guests with convenient access to nearby shopping, local vendors and other various
magnificent attractions of Jaiselmer. These hotels have been attracting many visitors from all over
the world because of the tons of offers and discounts on advance booking. They also enable online
booking of hotels right from the comforts of your homes and offices. These mesmerizing
accommodations in Jaiselmer with its well trained staff are deeply committed in achieving your
satisfaction by providing you with the best accommodation and hospitality.

If you are planning for a break to the union territory of Daman than there is no dearth of hotels.
Indian tourism very well understands the value of the tourists hence have come up with numerous
accommodations to offer luxurious and economical stay to the travellers So just get ready to get
drenched in the fun and colourful atmosphere of Daman and create life time memories with your
loved ones and friends.
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Looking for a Daman Hotels. Find best hotels in Daman at MakeMyTrip. Choose from over 6 Daman
hotels to get the best price and deal!
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